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In the title compound, C8H12N+�C2H4O5Pÿ, the anions are

linked by two OÐH� � �O hydrogen bonds [H� � �O both 1.75 AÊ ,

O� � �O = 2.5781 (15) and 2.5834 (15) AÊ , and OÐH� � �O = 169

and 176�] into sheets built from alternating R2
2(8) and R6

6(32)

rings. Each cation is linked to an anion sheet by three NÐ

H� � �O hydrogen bonds [H� � �O = 1.88±2.04 AÊ , N� � �O =

2.7603 (16)±2.9334 (17) AÊ and NÐH� � �O = 162±166�], such

that all the cations pendent from one face of the sheet are of

the R con®guration, while all those pendent from the opposite

face are of the S con®guration.

Comment

The structures of carboxymethylphosphonic acid [HOOC-

CH2P(O)(OH)2] and its ammonium salt (NH4
+�C2H4O5Pÿ)

were reported several years ago (Lis, 1997), and since then the

supramolecular structures have been reported for a number of

salts formed by reaction of this acid with a range of organic

diamines (Farrell et al., 2001; Videnova-Adrabinska, 2002;

Bowes et al., 2003). We report here the supramolecular

structure of the salt, (I), formed with a racemic chiral mono-

amine, viz. 1-phenylethylamine.

In (I), [PhCH(CH3)NH3]+�[HOOCCH2P(O)2OH]ÿ (Fig. 1),

one H atom has been fully transferred to the amine from a

POH unit of the acid. In the anion, the CÐO and PÐO

distances (Table 1) are fully consistent with the locations of

the associated H atoms as deduced from difference maps. The

OÐPÐO angle involving the two unprotonated O atoms (O3

and O4) is signi®cantly larger than the other OÐPÐO angles,

and it is balanced by a correspondingly small O5ÐP1ÐC2

angle. The remaining bond distances and interbond angles

show no unusual features. The centrosymmetric space group

accommodates equal numbers of R and S cations, and the

asymmetric unit was selected to include a cation of the R

con®guration.

The two-dimensional anion substructure is readily analysed

in terms of the actions of the two independent OÐH� � �O
hydrogen bonds (Table 2), and it is convenient to consider

these in turn. Phosphonate atom O5 in the anion at (x, y, z)

acts as a hydrogen-bond donor to phosphonate atom O3 in the

anion at (1 ÿ x, 1 ÿ y, 1 ÿ z), so generating a centrosym-

metric R2
2(8) ring centred at ( 1

2,
1
2,

1
2 ). The action of the second

OÐH� � �O hydrogen bond is then readily analysed in terms of

the linking of the R2
2(8) dimers. Carboxy atoms O1 in the

anions at (x, y, z) and (1 ÿ x, 1 ÿ y, 1 ÿ z), which form the

( 1
2,

1
2,

1
2 ) dimer, act as hydrogen-bond donors to phosphonate

atoms O4 at (x, 1
2 ÿ y, ÿ1

2 + z) and (1 ÿ x, 1
2 + y, 3

2 ÿ z),

respectively, which are themselves components of the dimers

centred at ( 1
2, 0, 0) and ( 1

2, 1, 1), respectively. Similarly, the two

O4 atoms in the ( 1
2,

1
2,

1
2) dimer accept hydrogen bonds from

carboxy atoms O1 in the anions at (x, 1
2 ÿ y, 1

2 + z) and (1 ÿ x,
1
2 + y, 1

2 ÿ z), themselves components of the dimers centred at

( 1
2, 0, 1) and ( 1

2, 1, 0), respectively.

In this way, the two OÐH� � �O hydrogen bonds generate a

(100) sheet of anions built from alternating R2
2(8) and R6

6(32)

rings, where both ring types are centrosymmetric (Fig. 2). The

R2
2(8) rings are centred at ( 1

2, m, n) and (1
2, m + 1

2, n + 1
2 ), and the

R6
6(32) rings are centred at ( 1

2, m, n + 1
2 ) and ( 1

2, m + 1
2, n)

(where m and n independently take the value zero or integer).

A single sheet of this type passes through each unit cell. The

two-dimensional anion substructure of (I) is thus the same as

that observed in the imidazolium salt (Videnova-Adrabinska,

2002), but differs from that found in the salt formed with 1,2-

bis(40-pyridyl)ethane, where the anion sheets consist of alter-

nating R2
2(12) and R6

6(28) rings (Bowes et al., 2003). A more

common occurrence of the R2
2(8) motif in salts with diamines is
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Figure 1
The independent components of (I), showing the R enantiomorph of the
cation, with the atom-labelling scheme. Displacement ellipsoids are
drawn at the 30% probability level.
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as a component of one-dimensional anion substructures

including chains of spiro-fused rings and chains of edge-fused

rings (Bowes et al., 2003).

The cation in (I) is linked to the anion sheet in a multi-point

interaction; the acceptors in the three NÐH� � �O hydrogen

bonds are provided to three different anions, all lying in the

same (100) sheet (Table 2). Because the anion sheet is

centrosymmetric, all of the cations pendent from one face of

the sheet have the R con®guration, while all those pendent

from the opposite face of the same sheet have the S con®g-

uration. Two cations, one R and one S, lie over each R6
6(32)

ring and their effect is to divide this ring into ®ve sectors, viz.

one centrosymmetric R4
6(16) ring, two R2

3(10) rings and two

R3
3(12) rings (Fig. 2). The (100) sheet is thus tripartite in

nature, with a polar central layer between lipophilic outer

layers comprising methyl and phenyl groups (Fig. 3). A similar

overall structure was observed in the imidazolium salt,

although with only two-point attachment of the cations to the

anion sheet.

Adjacent (100) sheets are linked weakly by a single CÐ

H� � ��(arene) hydrogen bond (Table 2); atom C2 in the anion

at (x, y, z), part of the sheet centred at x = 1
2, acts as a

hydrogen-bond donor, via atom H2B, to the phenyl ring of the

cation at (ÿx, 1
2 + y, 1

2 ÿ z), which forms part of the sheet

centred at x = ÿ1
2. Propagation by inversion of this interaction

links all of the (100) sheets into a single three-dimensional

framework.

All of the hard (Desiraju & Steiner, 1999) hydrogen bonds

in (I) have DÐH� � �A units that are almost linear and the OÐ

H� � �O hydrogen bonds are short for their type. It remains a

moot point whether the formation of the anion substructure is

controlled primarily by the short strong OÐH� � �O hydrogen

bonds or whether the cations provide some signi®cant direc-

tion to the structure-assembly process; the formation of the

same anion substructure in the presence of two very different

cations, viz. imidazolium and 2-phenylethylammonium,

perhaps argues against the cation-template effect previously

suggested (Videnova-Adrabinska, 2002).

Experimental

Equimolar quantities of racemic 1-phenylethylamine and carboxy-

methylphosphonic acid were dissolved separately in methanol. The

solutions were mixed and the mixture was then set aside to crystallize,

providing analytically pure (I). Analysis found: C 45.9, H 6.6, N 5.7%;

C10H16NO5P requires: C 46.0, H 6.2, N 5.4%. Crystals suitable for

single-crystal X-ray diffraction were selected directly from the

prepared sample.

Crystal data

C8H12N+�C2H4O5Pÿ

Mr = 261.21
Monoclinic, P21=c
a = 8.2969 (3) AÊ

b = 13.6898 (3) AÊ

c = 11.0388 (4) AÊ

� = 96.7869 (18)�

V = 1245.03 (7) AÊ 3

Z = 4
Dx = 1.394 Mg mÿ3

Mo K� radiation
Cell parameters from 2845

re¯ections
� = 2.9±27.5�

� = 0.23 mmÿ1

T = 150 (1) K
Plate, colourless
0.28 � 0.18 � 0.08 mm

Data collection

Nonius KappaCCD diffractometer
' scans, and ! scans with � offsets
10 538 measured re¯ections
2845 independent re¯ections
2394 re¯ections with I > 2�(I )
Rint = 0.039

�max = 27.5�

h = ÿ10! 10
k = ÿ15! 17
l = ÿ14! 14

Figure 2
Part of the crystal structure of (I), showing (a) the formation of the anion
sheet and (b) the linking of the cations to the anion sheet. For clarity, the
hydrocarbyl component of the cations and H atoms bonded to C atoms in
the anions have been omitted. Atoms marked with an asterisk (*), a hash
(#), a dollar sign ($) or an ampersand (&) are at the symmetry positions
(1 ÿ x, 1 ÿ y, 1 ÿ z), (1 ÿ x, ÿ1

2 + y, 1
2 ÿ z), (x, 1

2 ÿ y, ÿ1
2 + z) and (1 ÿ x,

1
2 + y, 1

2 ÿ z), respectively.

Figure 3
A stereoview of part of the crystal structure of (I), showing the tripartite
nature of the (100) sheets and the CÐH� � ��(arene) hydrogen bond
linking adjacent sheets. For clarity, H atoms bonded to C atoms but not
involved in the motif shown have been omitted.



Re®nement

Re®nement on F 2

R[F 2 > 2�(F 2)] = 0.036
wR(F 2) = 0.095
S = 1.05
2845 re¯ections
159 parameters
H-atom parameters constrained

w = 1/[�2(F 2
o) + (0.0401P)2

+ 0.6945P]
where P = (F 2

o + 2F 2
c )/3

(�/�)max < 0.001
��max = 0.30 e AÊ ÿ3

��min = ÿ0.33 e AÊ ÿ3

Extinction correction: SHELXL97
Extinction coef®cient: 0.0076 (19)

Space group P21/c was uniquely assigned from the systematic

absences. All H atoms were located from difference maps and were

thereafter treated as riding atoms, with CÐH distances of 0.95

(aromatic), 0.98 (CH3), 0.99 (CH2) and 1.00 AÊ (aliphatic CH), NÐH

distances of 0.91 AÊ and OÐH distances of 0.84 AÊ .

Data collection: KappaCCD Server Software (Nonius, 1997); cell

re®nement: DENZO±SMN (Otwinowski & Minor, 1997); data

reduction: DENZO±SMN; program(s) used to solve structure:

SHELXS97 (Sheldrick, 1997); program(s) used to re®ne structure:

SHELXL97 (Sheldrick, 1997); molecular graphics: PLATON (Spek,

2003); software used to prepare material for publication: SHELXL97

(Sheldrick, 1997) and PRPKAPPA (Ferguson, 1999).

X-ray data were collected at the University of Toronto

using a diffractometer purchased with funds from NSERC,

Canada.

Supplementary data for this paper are available from the IUCr electronic
archives (Reference: SK1696). Services for accessing these data are
described at the back of the journal.
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Table 1
Selected geometric parameters (AÊ , �).

P1ÐO3 1.5088 (11)
P1ÐO4 1.5043 (11)
P1ÐO5 1.5667 (11)

P1ÐC2 1.8137 (16)
C1ÐO1 1.3120 (18)
C1ÐO2 1.2167 (19)

O3ÐP1ÐO4 115.10 (6)
O4ÐP1ÐO5 107.79 (6)
O5ÐP1ÐO3 111.51 (6)

O3ÐP1ÐC2 107.18 (7)
O4ÐP1ÐC2 109.99 (7)
O5ÐP1ÐC2 104.79 (7)

Table 2
Hydrogen-bonding geometry (AÊ , �).

DÐH� � �A DÐH H� � �A D� � �A DÐH� � �A

O1ÐH1� � �O4i 0.84 1.75 2.5781 (15) 169
O5ÐH5� � �O3ii 0.84 1.75 2.5834 (15) 176
N1ÐH1A� � �O4 0.91 1.88 2.7603 (16) 164
N1ÐH1B� � �O3i 0.91 1.95 2.8293 (16) 162
N1ÐH1C� � �O2iii 0.91 2.04 2.9334 (17) 166
C2ÐH2B� � �Cg1iv 0.99 2.75 3.6417 (19) 150

Symmetry codes: (i) x; 1
2ÿ y; zÿ 1

2; (ii) 1ÿ x; 1ÿ y; 1ÿ z; (iii) 1ÿ x; yÿ 1
2;

1
2ÿ z; (iv)

ÿx; 1
2� y; 1

2ÿ z.


